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1 Introduction 2
�?? 6-�� - 6?1 23Figure 1.A three station network that may be unstable under certain priority service disci-plines[1], the external arrival processes are assumed to be general renewal processes, theprocessing requirements have class dependent distributions, and service discipline ateach station can be general. Hence a job may require di�erent processing requirementsat subsequent visits to a machine.We are interested in steady state performance criteria such aslim supt!1 1t Z t0 jQ(s)jp ds; (1:1)where jQ(t)j is the total number of jobs in the system at time t. Speci�cally, we searchfor answers to the following questions:(i) When is the long-run average (1.1) �nite?(ii) When does the pth moment E[jQ(s)jp] converge to a steady state value as s!1?(iii) What is the rate of convergence of E[jQ(s)j] to stationarity?Long run averages are frequently considered by system analysts in performance evalu-ation. In general, no analytical formula exists to describe the limit, and even approxi-mations are di�cult to obtain. Hence, computer simulations are still the primary toolavailable to estimate steady state performance measures such as (1.1).Unfortunately, even stability of the network is frequently not known in advance,and recent research shows that in many multiclass networks, the limit supremum in(1.1) may be in�nite for any p > 0, even though the usual capacity constraints for thenetwork are satis�ed (see e.g. Lu and Kumar [2], Bramson [3] and Seidman [4]). Toillustrate the di�culties that can arise in a multiclass network, we present here thefollowing simulation study of the network pictured in Figure 1. In these simulations,we make the simplifying assumption that each station has a common service timedistribution with mean mi, i = 1; 2; 3. We take m1 = m2 = 0:3 and m3 = 0:1, and weassume that customers enter the network at rate 1. Therefore the nominal workload



1 Introduction 3case running queue length utilization rate cycletime at each station at each station time1 2 3 1 2 3(M) 1; 000 41:07 91:74 0:10 0:73 0:82 0:25 137:6610; 000 493:61 772:79 0:10 0:76 0:77 0:26 1289:58100; 000 4993:16 7106:94 0:11 0:77 0:76 0:25 12446:21(D1) 1; 000 37:62 79:96 0:00 0:73 0:79 0:26 108:2910; 000 483:49 718:17 0:00 0:77 0:77 0:26 1228:28100; 000 4534:39 8301:29 0:00 0:74 0:79 0:26 13439:38(D2) 1; 000 0:40 0:30 0:04 0:90 0:90 0:30 2:8510; 000 0:42 0:29 0:04 0:90 0:90 0:30 2:85100; 000 0:42 0:29 0:04 0:90 0:90 0:30 2:85Table 1. For (M) and (D1), average queue lengths at stations 1 and 2 grow without bound,while the queue length at station 3 nearly zero. The simulation (D2) is well behaved, eventhough the network di�ers from (D1) initially by only two jobs.per unit of time for servers 1, 2 and 3 are 90%, 90% and 30%, respectively. Finally, wemust specify the service discipline. At station 1, priority is given to customer classesin order (9; 7; 1), where bu�er 9 has highest priority. At station 2, priority is given tocustomer classes in order (4; 2; 6), and at station 3 the service discipline is FIFO.We have simulated this network under two distributional assumptions. In the �rstcase (case (M)), all distributions are assumed to be exponential. In the second case(case (D)), all distributions are degenerate. That is, there is no randomness at all inthe network. For (M) and (D2), the network is initially empty. For (D1), there aretwo jobs initially in front of bu�er 1. The simulation is done using SIMAN 3.5 [5].It is clear from Table 1 that the queue lengths in the simulations (M) and (D1)are unbounded, whereas in simulation (D2) the total customer population remainsbounded. Figure 2 plots the queue length processes at stations 1 and 2 for system(M) in the �rst 10; 000 units of simulation time. The plot again suggests that the totalqueue length cycles to in�nity. Readers are referred to Dai and Weiss [6, Remark 2in Section 6] and Gu [7] for more insight.Previous research in this area has concentrated primarily on single station sys-tems. See in particular the work of Keifer and Wolfowitz [8], Miyazawa [9], Daleyand Rolski [10], and Sigman and Yao [11]. Polling models are treated in, for example,Altman et. al. [12, 13] or Georgiadis and Szpankowski [14]. Recently, more complexqueueing networks have received greater attention. Generalized Jackson networks aretreated in Borovkov [15], Sigman [16], Meyn and Down [17], and Baccelli and Foss [18].Re-entrant lines are considered in Kumar et. al. [19, 20, 2, 21].In recent years, signi�cant progress has been made in two lines of research. Thework of Meyn and Tweedie [22, 23, 24, 25] gives a framework for the analysis of con-tinuous time, general state space Markov processes, which is in particular applicableto jump processes such as queueing and storage models. The work of Harrison [26],Chen and Mandelbaum [27, 28] and Harrison and Nguyen [29] has focused on thedynamics and sample path properties of multiclass networks. This work provides avaluable set of tools for network analysis which, in particular, has led to methods for



2 A Multiclass Network 4
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Figure 2. The queue lengths at each station oscillate with increasing magnitude: Mutualblocking between machines 1 and 2 results in instability.approximation of networks by reected Brownian motion models, and uid approx-imations for multiclass networks. In this paper we merge these methods to obtain ageneral set of tools for answering such questions as (i){(iii) above. This provides asolid foundation for performance analysis either by analytical methods or by simula-tion, and is su�ciently general to allow straightforward application to several diverseareas in which network models are used in practice.In Section 2, we give precise de�nition of the network model considered, andSection 3 is devoted to uid models and their stability. We summarize our mainresults and provide several examples in Section 4. In particular, in Section 4.3 weconsider a token passing ring and provide a simple proof of stability and boundednessof moments for this important example in full generality. In Section 5, we obtain abound for long-run average moments of the queue length process, and in Section 6 westrengthen these results to obtain convergence of steady state moments. The paperconcludes with some discussion of future directions.2 A Multiclass Network2.1 Network ModelWe consider a network composed of d single server stations, which we index byi = 1; : : : ; d. The network is populated by K classes of customers, where customers of



2 A Multiclass Network 5class k arrive to the network via an exogenous arrival process with i.i.d. interarrivaltimes f�k(n); n � 1g. We allow �k(n) � 1 for all n for some k, in which case we saythat the external arrival process for customers of class k is null. We let A denote theset of classes with non-null exogenous arrivals. Hereafter, whenever external arrivalprocesses are under discussion, only classes with non-null exogenous arrivals are con-sidered. Class k customers require service at station s(k). Their service times are alsoi.i.d., and are denoted f�k(n); n � 1g. We assume that the bu�ers at each stationhave in�nite capacity.Routing is assumed to be Bernoulli, so that upon completion of service at stations(k), a class k customer becomes a customer of class ` with probability Pk`, and exitsthe network with probability 1 �P` Pk`, independent of all previous history. To bemore precise, let �k(n) be the routing vector for the nth class k customer who �nishesservice at station s(k). The `th component of �k(n) is one if this customer becomes aclass ` customer and zero otherwise. Therefore, �k(n) is a K-dimensional \Bernoullirandom variable" with parameter P 0k , where Pk denotes the kth row of P = (Pk`) (allvectors are envisioned as column vectors, and primes denote transpose). We assumethat for each k the sequence �k = f�k(n); n � 1g is i.i.d., and that �1; : : : ; �K aremutually independent, as well as independent of the arrival and service processes.The transition matrix P = (Pk`) is taken to be transient. That is,I + P + P 2 + : : : is convergent. (2:1)Condition (2.1) implies that all customers eventually leave the network. Hence thesystems we consider are open queueing networks, although in our examples we showthat some more general networks may also be included.For future reference, let �k = 1=E[�k(1)] and �k = 1=E[�k(1)] be the arrival rateand service rate for class k customers, respectively. The set Ci = fk : s(k) = ig iscalled the constituency for station i. We let C denote the d�K incidence matrix,Cik = ( 1 if s(k) = i0 otherwise.In light of assumption (2.1), (I � P 0)�1 exists and is equal to(I � P 0)�1 = (I + P + P 2 + : : :)0:Put � = (I � P 0)�1�. One interprets �k as the e�ective arrival rate to class k. Foreach i = 1; : : : ; d we de�ne the nominal load for server i per unit of time as�i = Xk2Ci �k=�k : (2:2)In vector form, we have � = CM�1�, where M = diag(�1; : : : ; �K).This network description is quite standard, and may be found in numerous re-lated papers (see e.g. [29]). The network pictured in Figure 1 is a particular kindof multiclass network, called re-entrant line by Kumar [19]. For this re-entrant line,we can designate customers in their kth stage of processing as class k customers,k = 1; 2; : : : ; 9. Using the notation introduced in the preceding paragraph, we haved = 3, K = 9, A = f1g, � = (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0)0,



2 A Multiclass Network 6C = 0B@ 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1CA ;P = (Pkl) with Pk;k+1 = 1 for k = 1; : : : ; 8 and all other entries zero,M�1 = diag(0:3; 0:3; 0:1; 0:3; 0:1; 0:3; 0:3; 0:1; 0:3);� = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1)0 and � = (0:9; 0:9; 0:3)0.To fully describe a multiclass network, we must also specify how the server choosesamong the various classes at a station. A service discipline at station i dictates whichjob will be served next when server i completes a service. We assume that service disci-plines are non-idling (work-conserving), which means that a server works continuouslywhenever there is work to be done at the station. The server may split its capacityamong classes at a station, but we assume that at most one customer in each classcan receive partial service time. Examples include �rst-in{�rst-out (FIFO), bu�erpriority service disciplines (both preemptive and nonpreemptive), and head-of-lineprocessor sharing (cf. [30, Section 2.1]).2.2 A Markovian StateNow we de�ne a state process for the network, which depends upon the particularservice discipline which is employed. For example, under any preemptive resume bu�erpriority service discipline, the state X(t) at time t may be de�ned asX(t) = (Qk(t); A`(t); Bk(t)) : k = 1; : : : ; K; ` 2 A) 2 IR2K+jAj+ ; (2:3)whereQk(t) is the queue length for class k customers, including the one being serviced,Bk(t) is the residual service time for the class k customer that is in service, which isset to be a fresh class k service time if Qk(t) = 0. The residual arrival time, whichis equal to the remaining time until the next customer of class k arrives, is denotedAk(t). Both B(t) and A(t) are taken to be right continuous. State descriptions forother service disciplines can be de�ned similarly: Readers are referred to Dai [30,Section 2] and Section 4 below for other examples.We let X denote the state space for the state process, which is by de�nition equalto the set of possible values for the state X(t), and we let x = (q; a; b) denote ageneric state in X. The �rst component q captures the positions of customers in thenetwork. It can be �nite dimensional as in (2.3), or in�nite dimensional as is the casefor the FIFO service discipline (see [30]). We use jqj to denote the total queue lengthin the network. The remaining components of x denote the residual interarrival timesand the residual service times for each class. Because we assume that at most onecustomer in each class can receive partial service time, we have a 2 IRK+ and b 2 IRK+ .For the sake of concreteness, readers can assume, for example, that the state process isof the form (2.3) described for a preemptive resume bu�er priority service discipline.However, the reader should bear in mind that all discussion in the paper is far moregeneral.For a state x = (q; a; b) 2 X, we de�ne the \norm" of x to be jxj = jqj+ jaj+ jbj.Whether or not this is an actual norm depends on the speci�c form of X, however,we assume throughout the paper that the sublevel set



2 A Multiclass Network 7C(n) = fx 2 X : jxj � ngis a compact subset of X for any n. This condition is satis�ed automatically in virtuallyall practical cases.It was shown in Dai [30, Section 2.2] that for a wide class of service disciplines,X = fX(t); t � 0g is a strong Markov process. This allows us to assume at ourdisposal the usual elements that constitute a Markovian environment forX . Formally,it is assumed hereafter that ((
;F), Ft; X(t), �t;Px) is a Borel right process on themeasurable state space (X;BX). (For a de�nition of right process, see Sharpe [31].)In particular, X = fX(t); t � 0g has right-continuous sample paths; it is de�ned on(
;F) and is adapted to fFt; t � 0g; fPx; x 2 Xg are probability measures on (
;F)such that for all x 2 X, PxfX(0) = xg = 1;and Ex ff(X � �� ) j F�g = EX(�)f(X) on f� <1g; Px-a.s.; (2:4)where � is any Ft-stopping-time,(X � �� )(!) = fX(�(!) + t; !); t � 0g;and f is any real-valued bounded measurable function (the domain of f is the space ofX-valued right-continuous functions on [0;1), equipped with the Kolmogorov �-�eldgenerated by cylinders).We note that the assumption that a Markovian state exists implicitly imposessome constraints on the service discipline. In particular, the time homogeneity ofthe process X implies that the service discipline is also time homogeneous. Suchconstraints are not particularly restrictive if one is willing to take the state spaceX su�ciently large. For instance, the state space for the FIFO service discipline issubstantially larger than the state space for a priority discipline, and more complexdisciplines may result in still larger state space representations.Let P t(x;D), D 2 BX, t � 0, be the transition probability of X , de�ned asP t(x;D) = Px(X(t) 2 D):A nonzero measure � on (X;BX) is invariant for X if � is �-�nite, and�(D) = ZX P t(x;D) �(dx); for all D 2 BX; t � 0:An invariant measure � is said to be unique if the only invariant measures for X arepositive scalar multiples of �.The Markov process X is called Harris recurrent if there exists some probabilitymeasure � on (X;BX), such that whenever �(D) > 0 and D 2 BX,Pxf�D <1g � 1;where �D = infft � 0 : Xt 2 Dg (see Kaspi and Mandelbaum [32] and Meyn andTweedie [22]). If X is Harris recurrent then a unique invariant measure � exists, seefor example Getoor [33]. If the invariant measure is �nite, then it may be normalizedto a probability measure; in this case X is called positive Harris recurrent . When X ispositive Harris recurrent, we say the service discipline is stable. In this case, we use �



3 Fluid models and their stability 8to denote the stationary distribution, we let P�(�) = RX Px(�), and we use E� to denotethe corresponding expectation operator, so that the process X = fX(t); t � 0g is astrictly stationary process under P� .At �rst sight, it appears that Harris recurrence is a di�cult property to verify,as it involves the hitting time �D for an uncountably in�nite number of sets D. A setD 2 BX is called small if there exists t > 0, a probability measure � on BX, and a� > 0 such that P t(x;A) � ��(A); x 2 D; A 2 BX:It is shown in [22] that if Pxf�D < 1g � 1 for just one closed small set, thenthe process is Harris recurrent. In queueing network models, typically, every compactsubset of X is small, and in this case there is a strong relationship between topologicalformulations of stability, and the measure-theoretic recurrence properties de�ned here.3 Fluid models and their stabilityTo give a formal de�nition of the uid model, we �rst require a particularly trans-parent description of the network. For each k and n, de�ne�k(n) := nXi=1 �k(i):Assume that the initial state of the network is x = (q; a; b) 2 X. Then for each k,de�ne Exk (t) := maxfn � 0 : Axk(0) + �k(1) + : : :+ �k(n� 1) � tg;Sxk (t) := maxfn � 0 : Bxk (0) + �k(1) + : : :+ �k(n� 1) � tg;where the maximum of an empty set is de�ned to be zero. It is clear that all processesin discussion, except �, depend on x, and we use a superscript x to explicitly denotesuch dependency. Let Txk (t) be the cumulative time that server s(k) has spent on classk customers in [0; t]. We then haveQxk(t) = Qxk(0) +Exk (t) + KX̀=1�k̀(S x̀(T x̀))� Sxk (T xk (t)); for k = 1; : : : ; K, (3.1)Qx(t) = (Qx1(t); : : : ; QxK(t))0 � 0; (3.2)Tx(�) = (T x1 (�); : : : ; T xK(�))0 is nondecreasing, (3.3)Ixi (t) = t � Xk2Ci T xk (t) is nondecreasing, i = 1; : : : ; d; (3.4)Z 10 Xk2CiQxk(t) dIxi (t) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; d; (3.5)Additional conditions on (Qx(�); T x(�)) that are speci�cto the queueing discipline. (3.6)Equation (3.1) expresses the fact that the queue length for class k at time t is equal toinitial queue length, plus cumulative external arrivals and cumulative internal arrivalsto class k by time t, minus the cumulative departures from class k by time t. Condition(3.5) is the non-idling constraint that the cumulative idle time Ixi (�) at station i



3 Fluid models and their stability 9does not increase when the queue length at station i is positive. Examples are givenbelow to illustrate the �nal condition (3.6). Readers are referred to Harrison [26] formore discussion on the system equations describing the dynamics of discrete queueingnetworks.We now scale space and time to reduce the apparent uctuation of the model.Consider the process �Qx(t) = 1jxjQx(jxjt); (3:7)where as usual x 2 X is the initial condition. For large jxj, we will see that thenormalized queue length process �Qx is approximated by a solution �Q(t) of a set ofintegral equations. The scaling appeared in (3.7) is often called the uid scaling, andany limit �Q(t) is called a uid limit of the queue length process.Letting jqj ! 1 while keeping the remaining components of the initial conditionx �xed, any limit point of the normalized queue length process �Qx is a solution ofthe following uid model (see Dai [30] for the precise procedure):De�nition 3.1 A (undelayed) uid limit for a network under a speci�c service dis-cipline is de�ned to be any solution ( �Q(�); �T(�)) to the following equations, where�Q(t) = ( �Q1(t); : : : ; �QK(t))0 and �T (t) = ( �T1(t); : : : ; �TK(t))0.�Qk(t) = �Qk(0) + �kt� �k �Tk(t) + KX̀=1P`k�` �T`(t) for k = 1; : : : ; K; (3.8)�Qk(t) � 0 for k = 1; : : : ; K; (3.9)�Tk(0) = 0 and �Tk(�) is nondecreasing for k = 1; : : : ; K; (3.10)�Ii(t) = t � Xk2Ci �Tk(t) is nondecreasing for i = 1; : : : ; d; (3.11)�Ii(�) increases at times t when Pk2Ci �Qk(t) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; d, (3.12)Additional conditions on ( �Q(�); �T(�)) that are speci�c tothe queueing discipline. (3.13)The set of equations (3.8){(3.13) is called the uid model, and we let Q denotethe collection of all solutions ( �Q(�); �T(�)) of the uid model.In vector form, the uid model takes the form�Q(t) = �Q(0) + �t� (I � P 0)M �T(t)�Q(t) � 0;�T (0) = 0 and �T(�) is nondecreasing,�I(t) = te� C �T(t) is nondecreasing,Z 10 C �Q(t) d�I(t) = 0;Additional conditions on ( �Q(�); �T(�)) that are speci�c tothe queueing discipline.In general, (3.8){(3.13) may not uniquely determine ( �Q(�); �T(�)) because thequeueing network may be sensitive to its initial con�guration. That is, a slight changeof the initial network con�guration, negligible under uid scaling, may completely



3 Fluid models and their stability 10change the subsequent behavior of the network (see for example cases (D1) and (D2)in Table 1).If we let jxj ! 1 without constraining any components of x = (q; u; v), then wealso obtain a uid model, but in this case the residual arrival and service processesintroduce a delay:De�nition 3.2 The delayed uid model of a service discipline in a network withdelay ( �A(0); �B(0)) 2 IRK+jAj+ is de�ned to be the equations (3.9){(3.13), togetherwith �Q(t) = �Q(0) + (�t� �A(0))+ � (I � P 0)M( �T(t)� �B(0))+; (3:14)where for a y 2 IR, y+ = (y + jyj)=2.The delay is important in subsequent analysis, but is largely irrelevant when address-ing stability of the network.For example, for a G=G=1 queue the (undelayed) uid model is succinctly de-scribed by the di�erential equationddt �Q(t) = (�� �)1l( �Q(t) > 0); t � 0:Condition (3.13) will be derived here for a bu�er priority service discipline, andother examples will be considered in Section 4. Under a bu�er priority service disci-pline, one can envision that customers in class k wait in their own bu�er. Customersin distinct bu�ers have di�erent service priorities, and we assume that there are noties among classes. Within each bu�er, customers are served in FIFO discipline. LetHk denote the set of indices for all classes served at station s(k) which have prioritygreater than or equal to that of class k, and let�T+k (t) = X`2Hk �T`(t)�I+k (t) = t� �T+k (t);�Q+k (t) = X`2Hk �Q`(t):Then �T+k (t) is the cumulative amount of service in [0; t] dedicated to customers whoseclasses are included in Hk , and �I+k (t) is the total unused capacity that is available toserve customers whose class does not belong to Hk. Note that �Ii(t) is a station levelquantity representing the total unused capacity in [0; t] by server i; whereas �I+k (t) isa class level quantity. The priority service discipline requires that for every k, all theservice capacity of station s(k) is dedicated to classes in Hk, as long as the workloadpresent in these bu�ers is positive. Thus we may express the additional condition(3.13) by the integral equationZ 10 �Q+k (t) d�I+k (t) = 0; 1 � k � K: (3:15)Although the constraint (3.15) appears to be almost obvious for a bu�er prioritydiscipline, in general one must check carefully that the condition (3.13) for the uidlimit model can indeed be obtained from (3.6) by the limiting procedure. For example,when the preemptive resume bu�er priority service discipline is applied, condition(3.6) takes the form



4 Main Results and Examples 11Z 10 Qx;+k (t) d(t� T x;+k (t)) = 0; k = 1; : : : ; K; (3:16)where Qx;+k (t) = X`2HkQx̀(t) and Tx;+k (t) = X`2Hk T x̀(t):By using Lemma 2.4 of Dai and Williams [34], one can show that upon taking limits,the identity (3.16) does indeed become (3.15).Now we present a recent formulation of stability for the uid model. In later sec-tions, this stability property for the uid model is shown to imply several probabilisticforms of stability for the network.De�nition 3.3 The uid model is stable if there exists a �xed time t0 such that�Q(t) = 0, t � t0, for any �Q(�) 2 Q satisfying j �Q(0)j = 1.We conclude this section with the following result of Chen [35, Theorem 5.3] thatwill be useful below.Lemma 3.1 If the uid model de�ned by (3.8){(3.13) is stable, then the delayed uidmodel is also stable. That is, there exists t0 > 0 such that �Q(t) = 0 for t � t0, forany solution to the delayed uid model whose initial condition �x satis�es the boundj�xj = j �Q(0)j+ j �A(0)j+ j �B(0)j � 1.Now that stability is de�ned for the uid model, we describe how these propertiesare reected in the associated network.4 Main Results and ExamplesWe describe here our main results, and give several examples. First we list threeassumptions on the network:(A1) �1; : : : ; �K; �1; : : : ; �K are mutually independent, and i.i.d. sequences.(A2) For some integer p � 1,E[�`(1)p+1] <1 for ` 2 A and E[�k(1)p+1] <1 for k = 1; : : : ; K;(A3) The set fx 2 X : jxj = 0g is a singleton, and for each k 2 A, there exists somepositive function qk(x) on IR+, and some integer jk, such thatP(�k(1) � x) > 0 for all x > 0: (4.1)P(�k(1) + � � �+ �k(jk) 2 dx) � qk(x) dx and Z 10 qk(x) dx > 0: (4.2)Conditions (A1) and (A2) are quite standard, although the independence as-sumption (A1) can be relaxed: see the remark after Proposition 2.1 of Dai [30].Condition (A3) is not needed for bounding moments, but is required to establishergodicity of the network. Under this condition, the argument used in Lemma 3.4 ofMeyn and Down [17] may be applied to deduce that all compact subsets of X aresmall. Frequently, milder conditions can be invoked to obtain this property for thenetwork, and since this is the only reason that (A3) is introduced, we list here thefollowing generalization:



4 Main Results and Examples 12(A3') For the Markov process X , every compact subset of X is small.For example, for a G/G/1 queue with � < 1, Condition (A3') is satis�ed if and onlyif the spread-out condition (4.2) holds (see Meyn and Tweedie [36]). Sigman [16]describes more general examples in which the unboundedness condition (4.1) is su-peruous.We may now highlight the main results of this paper.Theorem 4.1 Assume that the uid model for a service discipline is stable, and that(A1) and (A2) hold. Then(i) For some constant �p, and for each initial condition x 2 X,lim supt!1 1t Z t0 Ex[jQ(t)jp] ds � �p;where p is the integer used in (A2).Assume further that (A3) or (A3') holds. Then, the service discipline is stable, andmoreover, for each initial condition,(ii) The transient moments converge to their steady state values:limt!1Ex[Qk(t)r] = E� [Qk(0)r] � �r; for r = 1; : : : ; p; k = 1; : : : ; K:(iii) The �rst moment converges at rate tp�1:limt!1 t(p�1) jEx[Q(t)]� E� [Q(0)]j= 0(iv) The strong law of large numbers holds:limt!1 1t Z t0 Qrk(s) ds = E� [Qk(0)r]; Px-a.s.; for r = 1; : : : ; p; k = 1; : : : ; K:Proof The proof of these results, and several related results, follow from Theo-rems 5.5, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. utTo show how this result is applied in practice, and how it may be used tostrengthen previous results in the networks area, we now consider several examplesfrom the operations research and computer networks literature.4.1 Generalized Jackson NetworksA generalized Jackson network is an example of an open queueing network in whichonly one customer class is serviced at a given station, so that jCkj = 1 for all k. It isshown in Dai [30] that the associated model is stable, and hence all of the conclusionsof Theorem 4.1 apply.This generalizes Theorem 3.4 of Meyn and Down [17] where a similar conclusionis reached in the special case where p = 2, and stronger conditions are imposed uponthe service processes. In the case where the interarrival times possess geometricallydecaying tails, it is shown in [17] that the state process is geometrically ergodic. Wedo not know if the same conclusion can be reached by considering the uid model.



4 Main Results and Examples 13The time averaged bound of Theorem 4.1 (i) is also obtained in Theorem 2.2 of[17] under very mild conditions on the arrival process. It is likely that this generalitycan also be inferred from the uid model since the methods of Section 5 do notdepend on the Markov property as much as as they do on properties of the conditionalexpectation.4.2 Re-entrant LinesRe-entrant lines are also a subclass of the models considered here, in which routing isdeterministic: customers arrive to bu�er one, where they wait in queue until service.After a service is completed, a customer moves on to bu�er two, and so forth, until it�nally reaches bu�er K. After service is completed at this �nal queue, the customerleaves the network. Hence the routing probability is of the form Pk;k+1 = 1 for all k,and it follows that this is also an open network.Stability for such models depends crucially on the service discipline chosen. Forthe FBFS (�rst bu�er-�rst served) service discipline it is shown in [27, 30] that theuid model is stable. Also, the LBFS (last bu�er-�rst served) discipline is treated inKumar and Kumar [20] and Dai and Weiss [6], where again stability is demonstratedfor general network topologies, whenever the nominal load is less than unity at eachstation. Theorem 4.1 thus shows that these models have bounded pth moments insteady state, under Assumptions (A1){(A3).4.3 Polling ModelsSo far, we have focused primarily on models from manufacturing applications. Themethods developed here are of course also applicable to communication networks. Weconsider here one such model which has recently received a great deal of attention inthe computer networks literature.Consider an `-limited token ring, as described in Altman et. al. [12, 13], Georgiadisand Szpankowski [14], or Kuehn [37]; see also Fricker and Ja�ibi [38] and Borovkov andShassburger [39]. The token passing ring is a single server station populated with Kclasses of customers. Each class has its own bu�er at the station. Customers arriveto the kth bu�er at rate �k , and are serviced at rate �k when a service is in progress.After the service, a customer leaves the network. A token must be possessed by bu�erk before the server can initiate a service session for class k customers. Once a servicesession starts for bu�er k, the server continues to serve class k customers until `kclass k customers depart or until the queue empties, whichever event occurs �rst. Atthe end of this service session, the token in the token passing ring travels from bu�erk, to k + 1 (mod K) with a switch-over time of �0k(n) on its nth such transition. Werefer the reader to Georgiadis and Szpankowski [14] or Takagi [40] for further details.The polling model di�ers from the standard multiclass queueing network de�nedin Section 2 because extra switch over times for the token are required. During thetime period that the token is in the process of switching to a new bu�er, the serveris idling, although there may be non-empty bu�ers in the network. This token inter-ference certainly reduces the service capacity of the network.We assume that the switch-over time sequence f(�01(n); : : : ; �0K(n)); n � 1g isi.i.d., and is independent of the arrival sequences and service sequences in (A1). Let



4 Main Results and Examples 14the switch-over rate be �0k = E[�0k(1)]�1 > 0, 1 � k � K. This network may bemodeled as a continuous time-continuous state space Markov processX(t)> = (Qk(t); A`(t); Bk(t); B0k(t); C(t)) : k = 1; : : : ; K; ` 2 A);where Qk(t), Bk(t), and Ak(t) are de�ned as in (2.3), B0k(t) is the remaining switch-over time between class k and class k + 1 (mod K), set to be a fresh switch-overtime if such a switch-over is not occurring at time t, and C(t) indicates the numberof services which have been started and/or completed during the current session ofan active bu�er. This variable is set to zero if a switch-over is in progress, when nobu�er is active.The crucial parameters of the network are de�ned as follows. The nominal load atqueue k is �k = �k=�k , and the total load is �0 = P�k. The total mean switch-overtime in a token cycle is de�ned to beu0 = KXk=1E[�0k(1)] = KXk=1 1�0k (4:3)The queue length process Qxk(t) and the cumulative service allocation process Txk (t)for bu�er k and for initial state x are de�ned as before. Let Tx;0k (t) be the cumulativetime by time t that the token spends in switching from bu�er k to k + 1 (mod K).Suppose that the function ( �Q( � ); �T( � ); �T0( � )) is a limit point of� 1jxjQx(jxjt); 1jxjT x(jxjt); 1jxjTx;0(jxjt)� (4:4)when jxj ! 1. Then ( �Q(t); �T(t); �T 0(t)) is a (delayed) uid limit of the token ring.We show here that the delayed uid model is stable under the load conditionof [14]. Similar to [35], it is enough to prove that the undelayed uid model isstable. This model is obtained by letting q !1 in (4.4), while keeping the remainingcomponents of the initial state x �xed. We summarize some important features of theundelayed uid model in the following proposition:Proposition 4.2 Let ( �Q; �T; �T 0) be any uid limit of (4.4), and assume that as x!1 along some subsequence,� 1jxjQxk(0); 1jxjAxk(0); 1jxjBxk (0); 1jxjBx;0(0)�! ( �Qk(0); 0; 0; 0);1 � k � K. The uid limit then has the following properties, where properties of aderivative hold whenever the derivative exists.(i) The busy time vectors �T (t) and �T 0(t) are increasing and continuous with �T (0) =�T 0(0) = 0;(ii) For all t � 0, KXk=1[ �Tk(t) + �T 0k (t)] = t:(iii) For all 1 � k � K, �Qk(t) = �Qk(0) + �kt � �k �Tk(t):



4 Main Results and Examples 15(iv) For all 1 � k � K, _�Tk(t) = �k; whenever �Qk(t) = 0.(v) For all k; j, �0k �T 0k (t) = �0j �T 0j (t):(vi) For all 1 � k � K,�k _�Tk(t) = `k�0k _�T 0k (t); whenever �Qk(t) > 0.Proof Let ( �Q; �T; �T 0) be a limit point of (4.4) as in Dai [30]. The results (i) and(ii) follow since the busy times for the network have these properties. Property (iii)is a special case of (3.14). When �Qk(t) = 0 then _�Qk(t) = 0 whenever the derivativeexists, by positivity of �Qk(t). Hence in this case, from (iii),0 = _�Qk(t) = ��k _�Tk(t) + �k;which is (iv).Now we check that (v) holds. Let Qx;0k (t) = 1 if the token is in transition frombu�er k to k + 1 (mod K) at time t and zero otherwise. LetSx;0k (t) = maxfn � 0 : B0k(0) + �0k(1) + : : :+ �0k(n� 1) � tg:Then Sx;0k (Tx;0k (t)) is the number of transitions from k to k + 1 (mod K) �nished in[0; t]. It follows from the de�nitions thatQx;0k (t) = Qx;0k (0) + Sx;0k�1(T x;0k�1(t))� Sx;0k (T x;0k (t)):Because 0 � Qx;0k (t) � 1 for all t, and1jxjSx;0k (jxjt)! �0ktuniformly on compact sets almost surely, we have that for all k (mod K),�0k �T 0k (t) = �0k+1 �T 0k+1(t):It remains to prove that property (vi) holds. This is an application of the law oflarge numbers for i.i.d. sequences; the assumption that as long as there are at least`k customers at bu�er k, exactly `k services occur; and the fact that one switch-over is completed in each token cycle. Now assume that �Qk(t) > 0. By the Lipschitzcontinuity of �Q(t), there is a small interval [t; t+ h] such thatmint�s�t+h �Qk(s) > 0:Then there is a subsequence fQxnk (jxnjs)=jxnj; n � 1g such thatQxnk (jxnjs)=jxnj ! �Qk(s)uniformly on [t; t + h] as n ! 1. Therefore Qxnk (jxnjs) � `k for all large n ands 2 [t; t+h]. Thus in each complete token cycle within [t; t+h], exactly `k services occur



4 Main Results and Examples 16at bu�er k. Also, the number of token cycles within [t; t+h] di�ers from Sx;0k (Tx;0k (s))�Sx;0k (T x;0k (t)) by at most one. It follows that `k[Sx;0k (T x;0k (s)) � Sx;0k (Tx;0k (t))] di�ersfrom Sxk (Txk (s))� Sxk (T xk (t)) by at most `k customer for all s 2 [t; t + h]. Therefore,�k( �Tk(s)� �Tk(t)) = `k�0k( �T 0k (s)� �T 0k (t)), and hence �k _�T k(t) = `k�0k _�T 0k (t). utTo prove that the undelayed uid model is stable, consider the work in the system,de�ned as W (t) = KXk=1 1�k �Qk(t):We have from (iii) that W (t) = W (0) + �0t � KXk=1 �Tk(t): (4:5)We now rewrite this by substituting an expression for the total switch-over time. LetN(t) denote the common value of �0j �T 0j (t), which is well de�ned by (vi). Then by (ii)and (4.3) we have that KXk=1 �Tk(t) = t� u0N(t); (4:6)and substituting this into (4.5) givesW (t) = u0N(t)� (1� �0)t: (4:7)This shows that obtaining stability amounts to bounding the total switch over timeu0N(t).For a �xed time t, let J denote those indices for which �Qi(t) > 0. Then we havefrom (4.6), and Proposition 4.2 (iv) and (v), whenever the derivatives exist,1� u0 _N(t) = Xk2J _�Tk(t) + Xk2Jc _�Tk(t)= Xk2J `k�k �0k _�T 0k (t) + Xk2Jc �kSubstituting the de�nition of N then gives[u0 +Xk2J `k�k ] _N(t) = [1� Xk2Jc �k];which together with (4.7) and the de�nition of �0 shows that_W (t) = 8<:u0[(1� �0) +Pk2J �k]u0 +Pk2J `k�k � (1� �0)9=; :After rearranging terms, this becomes_W (t) = 8<:Pk2J [u0�k � (1� �0) `k�k ]u0 +Pk2J `k�k 9=; :and this is negative for any �Q(t) 6= 0 if and only if the following condition holds:



4 Main Results and Examples 17�k < (1� �0) `k�ku0 ; 1 � k � K: (4:8)It follows from Lemma 2.2 of Dai and Weiss [6] that the uid model is stable whenever(4.8) holds.This together with Theorem 4.1 gives the following stability result for the net-work:Theorem 4.3 If the load condition (4.8) holds, then the pth moment of the queuelengths in the token ring are bounded as in Theorem 4.1 (i). If in addition (A3')holds, then the remaining conclusions of Theorem 4.1 follow.A converse to this result is supplied in [14], together with a related stability resultin the special case where the arrival stream is Poisson. We note that a direct stabilityproof for this network is extremely di�cult. See the aforementioned paper, or the twobu�er analysis of Boxma and Groenendijk [41].4.4 Modeling Machine FailuresMachine failures can be modeled by making a mild generalization of the generalframework of Section 2. Consider for simplicity a single station system without re-entry with a failure-prone server (machine). The failure is assumed to be autonomousas opposed to operational . See Harrison and Pich [42] and the references therein forfurther discussion. To model failures, we assume that there are two bu�ers at thestation. Bu�er one is an actual bu�er in which customers await service. Bu�er twomodels breakdowns: when bu�er two is non-empty, a failure is in progress.To give a complete picture it is necessary to introduce a second station withassociated bu�er three, so that the network takes on the form given in Figure 3.There is a single customer which travels back and forth between bu�er 2 and bu�er3. When this �ctitious customer is at station 1, a failure is in progress, and when thiscustomer is at station 2 the server at station one is operating normally. We assumethat the service discipline at station 1, the true machine, gives strict priority to bu�er2, and is preemptive. ?? -�1 2 31 2Figure 3. An open-closed mixed network modeling a machine with random failures. Whenthe �ctitious customer is at station 1, a failure is in progress, and when this customer is atstation 2 the server at station one is operating normally.



5 Moments 18Strictly speaking, this network falls outside of the framework described in Sec-tion 2 since it is a model which is neither open nor closed. However, the analysisin Section 4.3 can be carried over, the uid model has a simple form, and the mainresults of this paper still apply. It is a mixed network as considered in Nguyen [43],but the uid model considered here is di�erent from that of [43] since in the exam-ple considered here, the total number of closed customers is �xed to be one. Whenall distributions are exponential, the stability of such systems was also studied byIngenoso [44].Because the analysis is analogous to that given in Section 4.3, we present here the(undelayed) uid model for this example without proof. As always, the queue lengthprocess depends upon the busy time, service rates, and arrival rates. In this case itis of a particularly simple form due to the simplicity of the model:�Q1(t) = �Q1(0)� �1 �T1(t) + �1t: (4:9)By the feedback nature of the failure process, the �ctitious customer is either at bu�er2 or at bu�er 3. Hence, we have �T2(t) + �T3(t) = t for all t. Similar to the derivationin Section 4.3, we also have �2 �T2(t) = �3 �T3(t);and combining these two identities gives_�T 2(t) = 1=�21=�2 + 1=�3 : (4:10)Finally, we have the non-idling constraint:_�T 1(t) + _�T 2(t) = 1 when �Q1(t) > 0: (4:11)Combining (4.11) and (4.10) gives_�T 1(t) = �2�2 + �3 when �Q1(t) > 0;and substituting this into (4.9) gives, whenever the �rst bu�er is non-empty,_�Q1(t) = �� �1�2�2 + �3 + ��Hence it follows from Lemma 2.2 of Dai and Weiss [6] that the uid model is stableif the following load condition is satis�ed:�1 = �1�1 < �2�2 + �3 :Under this condition, it follows that the pth moment bounds obtained in Theo-rem 4.1 (i) hold for this model. Again, if in addition Condition (A3') may be veri�ed,then each of the ergodic limits of Theorem 4.1 also hold.5 MomentsThe main result of this section shows how one obtains moments on the queue lengthsunder a stability condition on the uid model. Because we only assume that �k and



5 Moments 19�k are i.i.d., the model is not necessarily  -irreducible, and hence it is impossible toassert that the state process is Harris recurrent in this case, and this rules out manyergodic theorems [36]. However, we still �nd that the queue lengths are bounded inan Lp sense.This section is divided into three parts. First we show that the network exhibitsa contractive property if the uid model is stable. Next, it is shown that such acontractive property implies strong bounds on the mean return time to a compactset. Finally, these results are used in Theorem 5.5 to show that the pth moment ofthe queue lengths is bounded on average under Assumptions (A1){(A2).5.1 A contraction property for the networkThe main result given here is essentially the �rst step which allows us to connectstability of the uid model with stability for X = fX(t); t � 0g. The following resultasserts that for large x, after a time period which is proportional to the magnitude ofthe initial condition X(0) = x, the Lp norm of the queue lengths will be small whencompared to their initial values.Proposition 5.1 Suppose that Assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold, and that the uidmodel is stable. Then there exists t0 > 0 such thatlimjxj!1 1jxjp+1Exhj X(t0jxj) jp+1i = 0: (5:1)A large part of the proof of Proposition 5.1 is based upon the following.Lemma 5.2 ([45], Theorem 5.1) Let f�(k) : k 2 ZZ+g be an i.i.d. sequence takingvalues in (0;1), and let E(t) denote the counting process E(t) = max(n � 1 :�(1) + � � �+ �(n� 1) � t). If E[�(1)] <1, then for any integer r � 1,limt!1Eh�E(t)t �ri = � 1E[�1]�r:Hence, under these conditions,(a) for any � > 0, supt�� E [(E(t)=t)r] <1.(b) The random variables f(E(t)=t)r : t � 1gare uniformly integrable. utProof of Proposition 5.1. Assume that Assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold, and thatthe uid model speci�ed in (3.8){(3.13) is stable. By Lemma 3.1, the correspondingdelayed uid model is stable. It then follows from Dai [30, Section 4] that there existst0 � 1 such that limjxj!1 1jxj jQx(t0jxj)j = 0 in probability:Because



5 Moments 201jxj jQx(jxjt0)j � 1 + Xk2A 1jxj jExk (jxjt0)j� 1 + Xk2A 1jxj ���E0k(jxjt0)��� ;It follows from Lemma 5.2 that the collection of random variables� 1jxjp+1 jQx(t0jxj)jp+1 : jxj � 1�is uniformly integrable, and hencelimjxj!1 1jxjp+1Ex jQx(t0jxj)jp+1 = 0:It remains to show limjxj!1 1jxjp+1Ex jA(t0jxj)jp+1 = 0; (5.2)limjxj!1 1jxjp+1Ex jB(t0jxj)jp+1 = 0: (5.3)For x = (q; a; b), notice that because t0jxj � ak ,1jxjp+1 jAxk(t0jxj)jp+1 � 1jxjp+1 (�k(Exk (jxjt0) + 1))p+1� 1jxjp+1 Exk (jxjt0)+1Xi=1 (�k(i))p+1� 1jxjp+1 E0k(jxjt0)+1Xi=1 (�k(i))p+1:By Walds' identity, 1jxjp+1E24E0k(jxjt0)+1Xi=1 (�k(i))p+135= 1jxjp+1E hE0k(jxjt0) + 1iE h(�k(1))p+1i ;which converges to zero as jxj ! 1 by part (b) of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that p > 0.Therefore limjxj!1 1jxjp+1Ex jAxk(t0jxj)jp+1 = 0and thus (5.2) holds. Similarly, we can show that (5.3) holds, and this proves theproposition. ut5.2 Bounds on mean return timesWe now consider several consequences of Proposition 5.1, all of which concern thereturn time



5 Moments 21�C(�) = min(t � � : X(t) 2 C):From now on the symbol C will be used to denote a subset of the state space X,instead of the incidence matrix de�ned in Section 2, and the symbol b will be used todenote a generic positive constant, instead of the residual service times.Proposition 5.3 Let X be the state process for the network, and suppose that As-sumption (A1) and (A2) are satis�ed. Then for some constant cp+1 <1, � > 0, anda compact set C � X,ExhZ �C(�)0 (1 + jX(t)jp) dti � cp+1(jxjp+1 + 1); x 2 X: (5:4)Proof Under the conditions of the proposition, it follows from Proposition 5.1 thatthere exists a compact set of the form C = fx : jxj � Lg such that for x 2 Cc,Ex[jX(t0jxj)jp+1] � 12 jxjp+1:On letting t(x) = t0max(L; jxj), this bound may be writtenZ P t(x)(x; dy)jyjp+1 � 12 jxjp+1 + b1lC(x); x 2 X; (5:5)where b is a �nite constant.De�ne as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (b) of [36], the sequence of stopping times�0 = 0, �1 = t(x), and �k+1 = �k + ��k�1, k � 1, where � is the shift operator onthe sample space. The stochastic process X̂k :=X(�k), k � 0, is a Markov chain withtransition kernel P̂ (x;A) = PxfX(t(x)) 2 Ag; x 2 X; A 2 BX;and the bound (5.5) may be expressedZX P̂ (x; dy)Up+1(y) � Up+1(x)� 12 jxjp+1 + b1lC(x)with Up+1(x) = jxjp+1. From the Comparison Theorem [36, p. 337] we then haveExhk��1Xk=0 jX(�k)jp+1i = Exhk��1Xk=0 jX̂kjp+1i � 2njxjp+1 + b1lC(x)o ; x 2 X; (5:6)where k� = min(k � 1 : X̂ 2 C).To prove the proposition we �rst show that for some constant c0,ExhZ �k+1�k (1 + jX(t)jp) dt j F�ki � c0 �jX(�k)jp+1 + 1� ; k � 0; x 2 X; (5:7)which by the strong Markov property amounts toExhZ �10 (1 + jX(t)jp) dti � c0(jxjp+1 + 1); x 2 X: (5:8)Because jX(t)j= jQx(t)j+ jAx(t)j+ jBx(t)j, let us �rst look at



5 Moments 22Ex �Z �10 (Axk(s))p ds� :For x = (q; a; b) 2 X, it is easy to check thatAxk(s) � ( ak � s for s � ak ,�k(Exk (s) + 1) for s � ak :Therefore (Axk(s))p � jxjp + E0k(s)+1Xi=1 (�k(i))p:Using Wald's identity and part (a) of Lemma 5.2, we haveEx [(Axk(s))p] � jxjp + EhE0k(s)+1Xi=1 (�k(i))pi= jxjp + E hE0k(s) + 1iE [(�k(1))p]� jxjp + c1(s+ 1)E [(�k(1))p] :Thus,Ex �Z �10 (Axk(s))p ds� � jxjp�1 + c1(�1 + (�1)2=2)E [(�k(1))p] � c2(jxjp+1 + 1): (5:9)Similarly, we have Ex �Z �10 (Bxk (s))p ds� � c3(jxjp+1 + 1): (5:10)So, it remains to bound the integral of jQ(t)jp. By ignoring customers that leavethe network during the time interval [0; t] we obtain the bound jQx(t)j � jQx(0)j+Pk2AExk (t). By part (a) of Lemma 5.2, there exists some constant c4 such thatEx[(Exk(t))p] � E[(E0k(t))p] � c4(tp + 1); k 2 A; t � 0;and hence for constants c5, c6 <1,ExhZ �10 jQ(t)jp dti � c5�1(jQ(0)jp+ �p1)� c6(jxjp+1 + 1); x 2 X:This together with (5.9) and (5.10), shows that (5.8) does hold.Substituting the equivalent bound (5.7) into (5.6) we have for some c7 <1,Exh 1Xk=0ExhZ �k+1�k (1 + jX(t)jp) dt j F�ki1l fk < k�gi � c7 hjxjp+1 + 1i :By Fubini's theorem and the smoothing property of the conditional expectation, theLHS is precisely Ex[R �k�0 (1 + jX(t)jp) dt]. Since �k� � �C(t0L), this establishes theproposition. utWe now give a general statement concerning Markov processes which we requireto apply Proposition 5.3.



5 Moments 23Proposition 5.4 Let X be a Borel right Markov process on X, let f : X! IR+, andde�ne for some � > 0, and a closed set C � XV (x) := ExhZ �C(�)0 f(X(t)) dti x 2 X;If V is everywhere �nite, and uniformly bounded on C, then there exists � <1 suchthat 1tEx[V (X(t))] + 1t Z t0 Ex[f(X(s))] ds� 1t V (x) + �; t > 0; x 2 X: (5:11)Proof We �rst demonstrate that for a constant b <1,ExhZ �C(r)0 f(X(t)) dti � V (x) + br; x 2 X; r > 0: (5:12)Because the LHS is monotone in r, it is enough to establish the result for r of the formn�, where n = 1; 2; : : :. The proof is by induction where we take b = supx2C V (x).For n = 1, this is the de�nition of V . Supposing now that (5.12) holds for r = n�, weuse the bound �C((n+ 1)�) = � + ���C(n�)� �C(�) + ��C(�)�C(n�):So, for any x,ExhZ �C((n+1)�)0 f(X(t)) dti� ExhZ �C(�)0 f(X(t)) dti+ ExhZ ��C (�)�C(n�)�C(�) f(X(t)) dti:The �rst term on the RHS is precisely V (x). The second term on the RHS can berewritten using the strong Markov property as follows:ExhZ �C((n+1)�)0 f(X(t)) dti� V (x) + ExhEX�C (�)hZ �C(n�)0 f(X(t)) dtii� V (x) + supx2C ExhZ �C(n�)0 f(X(t)) dti� V (x) + supx2C V (x) + nbwhere the last step uses the induction hypothesis. By induction we see that (5.12)does hold for any integer r, and by monotonicity it then follows that this inequalityholds for all positive r, with a possibly larger constant b.To prove the proposition we now writeZ P t(x; dy)V (y) = ExhZ t+�t�C(�)t f(X(s)) dsi= V (x)� ExhZ t0 f(X(s)) dsi+ExhZ t+�t�C(�)�C(�) f(X(s)) dsi:



6 Convergence 24It may be shown by considering the two cases �C(�) � t, and �C(�) < t separatelythat t+ �t�C(�) � �C(�)+ ��C(�)�C(t). Thus by the strong Markov property as above,Z P t(x; dy)V (y) � V (x)� Z t0 Ex[f(X(s))] ds+ExhEX�C (�)hZ �C(t)0 f(X(s))idsi� V (x)� Z t0 Ex[f(X(s))] ds+ supx2C ExhZ �C(t)0 f(X(s)) dsi� V (x)� Z t0 Ex[f(X(s))] ds+ supx2C V (x) + btwhere the last inequality uses the bound (5.12). Dividing both sides of this inequalityby t, we obtain the desired result with � = supx2C V (x) + b. ut5.3 Lp stability for the networkWith these preliminaries complete, we may now present the main result of this section.Proposition 5.3 implies that the conditions of Proposition 5.4 are satis�ed with f(x) =1 + jxjp, and this is su�cient to prove the theorem.Theorem 5.5 Suppose that Assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold, and that the uidmodel is stable. Then there exists a constant �p <1 such that1t Z t0 Ex[jQ(s)jp] ds � �pn1t jxjp+1 + 1o; t > 0; x 2 X: (5:13)In particular, for each initial condition,lim supt!1 1t Z t0 Ex[jQ(s)jp] ds � �p: ut6 ConvergenceThe inequality (5.4) is a form of f -regularity for the process, as de�ned in [36], whichunder general conditions is known to imply limit theorems such as strong laws oflarge numbers; mean ergodic theorems; functional central limit theorems; and laws ofthe iterated logarithm. In this section we develop limit theory which is most relevantto further systems analysis.The �rst set of results involves convergence of polynomial moments of the queuelength process to their steady state values. We then consider bounds on the rate ofconvergence to these steady state values, and give a proof of the Strong Law of LargeNumbers. These results are crucial in simulation [46] and in evaluating performanceof the network in steady state [20, 47, 48].



6 Convergence 256.1 PreliminariesThe most convenient way of approaching convergence is to pose the problem in anoperator theoretic framework, in which the transition kernel P t is viewed as a linearoperator from one function space to another. Recently it has been discovered that thefollowing function space is particularly convenient when considering Harris recurrentprocesses. For a function f :X! [1;1), de�ne L1f to be the Banach spaceL1f = fg:X! IR : for some c <1, jg(x)j � cf(x); x 2 Xg;equipped with the norm kgk = supx2X jg(x)j=f(x).We let R denote the resolvent kernelR(x;A) = Z 10 e�tP t(x;A) dt; x 2 X; A 2 BX;and for a function g on X, we let P tg and Rg denote the functions P tg (x) =R P t(x; dy)g(y) and Rg (x) = R R(x; dy)g(y), respectively. In our de�nition of L1f ,we most typically take f = fq for some q � 1, wherefq(x) := 1 + Z jyjqR(x; dy): (6:1)In this case P tf � etf , so that P t is a bounded linear operator on L1f for any t.If the stationary distribution � exists, we put �(g) = RX g(x) �(dx). Most of theresults of this section involve bounding the convergence rate of P tg (x) to its steadystate value �(g) for g 2 L1f . To obtain such results, it is most convenient to work witha version of the in�nitesimal generator. Let G denote the extended generator for theprocess, as de�ned in Davis [49]. From Lemma 4.1 of Down, Meyn and Tweedie [50],the function Rh is in the domain of G, and we have the formulaGRh = Rh� h (6:2)whenever R R(x; dy)jh(y)j is �nite for each x. From this fact and the results of theprevious section we obtain the following Lyapunov drift property for the network:Proposition 6.1 Suppose that Assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold, and that the uidmodel is stable. Then there exists a function Vp+1 in the domain of G, a compact setC � X, and a �nite constant b such thatGVp+1 � �fp(x) + b1lC(x);where fp is de�ned in (6.1). The function Vp+1 satis�es the bound Vp+1 � kp+1fp+1for a �nite constant kp+1.Proof From Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 it follows that (5.11) holds withV (x) = Ex[R �C(�)0 (1 + jX(t)jp) dt], and f(x) = 1 + jxjp. Multiplying both sides of theinequality (5.11) by te�t and integrating gives,RV (x) � V (x)� fp (x) + �;where fp is given in (6.1). Since fp (x)!1 as jxj ! 1, we may �nd a suitably largecompact set C � X, and some b0 <1, such that



6 Convergence 26RV (x) � V (x)� 12fp (x) + b01lC(x): (6:3)This represents a \drift" for the Markov chain with transition kernel R, which easilytranslates to a drift property for the process X . On combining (6.3) and (6.2) we havewith Vp+1 = 2RV , GVp+1 = 2[RV � V ] � �fp (x) + 2b01lC(x);which is the desired inequality.The required bound on Vp+1 follows directly from (5.4). utWe now apply this result to obtain convergence of moments.6.2 Convergence of momentsIf � is an invariant probability with �(f) := R f d� <1, then we write � :L1f ! L1fas the simple projection operator �f = �(f). It is then of interest to know whetheror not jjjP t ��jjj ! 0 as t!1, where jjj � jjj is the induced operator norm. This turnsout to be equivalent to exponential ergodicity [51, 52] which appears to be a di�cultproperty to obtain, given only stability of the uid model, although this behavioris typical of queueing models when f is taken to be an exponential (cf. [36, Section16.4]). Instead we bound the pointwise norm de�ned askP t(x; � )� �( � )kf = supjgj�f j Z �(dy)g(y)� Z P t(x; dy)g(y)j; x 2 X;which is also called the f -total variation norm between the probability measuresP t(x; � ) and �( � ).The following result shows that the f -total variation norm distance between thetransient and steady state distributions converges to zero with only minor extra con-ditions beyond what was assumed in Theorem 5.5. The proof follows from the driftproperty Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.3 of [23].Theorem 6.2 Suppose that Assumptions (A1){(A3) hold, and that the uid modelis stable. Then we havekP t(x; � )� �( � )kfp ! 0; t!1; x 2 X:In particular, for each initial condition,limt!1Ex[jQ(t)jp] = E� [jQ(0)jp] <1 ut6.3 Rates of convergenceWe now show how Theorem 6.2 may be strengthened to give rates of convergence ofthe �rst moment to its stationary value.



6 Convergence 27Theorem 6.3 Suppose that Assumptions (A1){(A3) hold, and that the uid modelis stable. Then with f(x) = f1(x) we havelimt!1 t(p�1)kP t(x; � )� �( � )kf = 0; x 2 X:In particular, for each initial condition,limt!1 t(p�1)jEx[Qt]� E�[Q0]j = 0:Proof It is most convenient to �rst obtain the result for the skeleton chain X̂ =fX̂0; X̂1; X̂2; :::g, where X̂i = X(i). As shown in [53], it is necessary to obtain a boundof the form Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 np�1f(X̂n)i <1; x 2 X; (6:4)where �̂C is the �rst entrance time, �̂C = minfk � 1 : X̂k 2 Cg.From Proposition 6.1 we have for any q � p,GVq+1 � �fq(x) + b1lC(x);where fq is de�ned in (6.1), C is a compact set, and the function Vq satis�es Vq � kqfqfor some constant kq. From the de�nition of the generator, it then follows thatP 1Vq+1 (x)� Vq+1(x) = Z 10 P sGVq+1 (x) ds � � Z 10 P sfq (x) + bP s(x; C) dsFrom the de�nition of fq we have that P sfq � esfq . Using this bound and the factthat fq(x)!1 as jxj ! 1 we have for a possibly larger compact set C and constantb, and some constant � > 0,P 1Vq+1 � Vq+1 � �fq + b1lC(x):From the Comparison Theorem again (see [36, p. 337]), combined with the upperbound on Vq+1, it follows that for q � p,Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 fq(X̂n)i � dqfq+1(x); x 2 X; (6:5)where dq is a �nite constant.Let U1 = f1, and for q � 2 de�ne inductivelyUq+1(x) := Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 Uq(X̂n)i; x 2 X:Using (6.5), it is easy to verify by induction thatUq(x) � Dqfq(x), 2 � q � p+ 1, where Dq = Q1�i�q�1 dq. (6:6)We also have just the lower bound that is needed to infer (6.4): For any q � 2,Uq(x) � 1(q � 2)!Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 kq�2f1(X̂n)i (6:7)



6 Convergence 28We again prove this by induction. The case q = 2 is obvious. Assuming that (6.7) isvalid for some arbitrary q, we may then write,Uq+1(x) := Exh�̂C�1Xk=0 Uq(X̂k)i� Exh�̂C�1Xk=0 1(q � 2)!EXkh�̂C�1Xn=0 nq�2f1(X̂n)ii= Exh 1Xk=0 1(q � 2)!Eh(k+�k �̂C)�1Xn=k (n� k)q�2f1(X̂n) j F̂ki1l(k < �̂C)iwhere F̂n = �fX̂0; : : : ; X̂ng. The last equality follows from the Markov property, andthe fact that �k �̂C = min(j � 1 : X̂k+j 2 Cg.On the event fk < �̂Cg we have that k+�k �̂C = �̂C , and hence the above inequalitymay be writtenUq+1(x) � 1(q � 2)!Exh 1Xk=0Eh�̂C�1Xn=k (n� k)q�2f1(X̂n)1l(k < �̂C) j F̂kii= 1(q � 2)!Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 nXk=0(n� k)q�2f1(X̂n)iwhere the equality follows from Fubini's Theorem, and the smoothing property of theconditional expectation. Using the boundnXk=0(n� k)q�2 = nXk=0 kq�2 � 1q � 1nq�1this then gives Uq+1(x) � 1(q � 1)(q � 2)!Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 nq�1f1(X̂n) ji;which is (6.7).The bounds (6.7) and (6.6) taken together imply that for some constant c,Exh�̂C�1Xn=0 np�1f1(X̂n)i � cfp+1(x); x 2 X:This together with Theorem 2.1 of [53] implies that np�1kPn(x; � )��kf ! 0, n!1,where f = f1. Since we have from the bound P sf � esf ,kPn+s(x; � )� �kf � eskPn(x; � )� �kf ; 0 � s � 1;this convergence rate for the skeleton carries over immediately to the process. ut6.4 Sample pathsWe now consider limits involving the sample paths of the process.



6 Convergence 29Theorem 6.4 Suppose that Assumptions (A1){(A3) hold, and that the uid modelis stable. Let � be any probability distribution on (X;BX), and � be the stationarydistribution for X.(i) For any f : X! IR+,limt!1 1t Z t0 f(X(s)) ds= �(f) := Z f(x) �(dx) P� -a.s. (6:8)(ii) For any f : X! IR with �(jf j) <1, (6.8) holds.Proof The proof presented here is adapted from Meyn and Tweedie [36, Theorem17.1.7] for a discrete time Markov chain. Under the stated assumptions of the theorem,X = fX(t); t� 0g is positive Harris current. Let � be its stationary distribution.By the Law of Large Numbers for stationary processes (see e.g. Doob [54, Theo-rem 2.1 in Chapter XI]), we have for any positive function f :X! IR+,P� �1t Z t0 f(X(s)) ds! E� [f(X(0)) j �� ]� = 1;where �� is the �-�eld of all P�-invariant events. Following the proof of Proposi-tion 17.1.4 and Theorem 17.1.5 of [36], we can show that �� is P�-trivial, and henceE� [f(X(0)) j �� ] = E� [f(X(0))] = �(f) P�-a.s.By the de�nition of P� it then follows thatZX f1(x) �(dx) = 1;where f1(x) = Px n1t R t0 f(X(s)) ds! �(f)o.A function h : X! IR is called harmonic if, for all x 2 X and all t � 0,Z P t(x; dy)h(y) = h(x):Using exact the same proof as in Theorem 17.1.5 of [36], one can show that theconstants are the only bounded harmonic functions. Following the same proof as inTheorem 17.1.6 of [36], we can also show that f1 is harmonic, and hence f1(x) � 1.We have thus established the desired limitPx �1t Z t0 f(X(s)) ds! �(f)� = 1;which implies that P� �1t Z t0 f(X(s)) ds! �(f)� = 1for any initial distribution �. This shows that (i) holds, and (ii) follows from (i) byconsidering the positive part and the negative part of f respectively. utCorollary 6.5 Suppose that Assumptions (A1){(A3) hold, and that the uid modelis stable. Let � be any probability distribution on (X;BX), and � be the stationarydistribution for X. For k = 1; : : : ; K, and r = 1; : : : ; p,limt!1 1t Z t0 (Qk(s))r ds = E� [Qk(0)r] <1 P�-a.s.



7 Concluding Remarks 307 Concluding RemarksIn this paper we have provided a set of su�cient conditions for stability which isapplicable to virtually any network model found in practice. The question then natu-rally arises, how strong are these conditions? A partial converse is given in Meyn [55],but the complete characterization is still not fully understood. We have not seenan example of a stable network for which the uid model is unstable, and it doesseem likely that in most situations stability of the uid model is also necessary insome sense for stability of the network. This is an important open problem whichif answered positively would greatly simplify the counterexamples which have beenrecently devised. A direct proof of instability for a network can be extremely di�cult(cf. Bramson [3, 56]), while the analysis of an associated uid model is far simpler(cf. Dai and Weiss [6]).Stability is largely a �rst step in a �ner performance analysis of the network. Forcomplex networks, there are presently two routes that one can follow. There is theLP approach of Kumar et. al. [20, 48] and Bertsimas et. al. [47] which is valid forexponential models, and there is also computer simulation. It is likely that both ofthese approaches may be improved using the methods developed here. In particular, itmay be possible to extend the LP approach to include more general service and arrivalprocesses by examining the generator for the network. Also, bounds on simulationerror may be obtained given precise rates of convergence of the distributions of thenetwork. We expect that such results may be obtained by using the results presentedhere combined with the recent methods of Lund and Tweedie [57].
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